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Key Features & Benefits 

Scalable automation  

and easily deployable

Simultaneous loading  

and pickup with up to  

4 customer portals

Removes pickup complexities 

and fuels e-commerce growth

Key Features and Benefits

Automated Pickup Solution Adapted to Your Facility

Transformative Technology in Your Space
The QuickCollect GO!™ Excel seamlessly integrates into your retail or back office space, automating and simplifying order fulfillment 
and pickup experiences. Its configurable design allows for interior and exterior facing portals which can be fitted to function in existing 
buildings or built into new facilities. With the ability to support ambient, refrigerated, and frozen products, the QuickCollect GO!™ Excel 
can easily be used in grocery, pharmacy, and retail environments. This operations and consumer-focused solution creates a superior 
self-service automated consumer pickup experience that simplifies your online fulfillment programs, reduces operating expenses, and 
enables capacity and revenue growth. 

The QuickCollect GO!™ Excel modernizes pickup by improving operations, expanding 
revenue, and enhancing the customer experience.   
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Redefining Fulfillment and Pickup
Deploying the QuickCollect GO!™ Excel technology into your 
facility will transform the consumer experience and your online 
fulfillment operations. Our technology features 24/7 automated 
consumer pickup, “shop and drop” fulfillment process, and 
simultaneous loading and pickup, giving you the tools you need 
to reduce your total fulfillment costs, increase your capacity, and 
deliver a superior customer experience. 

Focus on Efficiencies
The QuickCollect GO!™ Excel is designed for efficient customer 
experiences and reduces congestion with multiple customer 
portals presenting up to three totes at a time. The QuickCollect 
GO!™ Excel  further reduces customer disruption by allowing 
for simultaneous loading and pickup. It supports ambient, 
refrigerated, and frozen products without the need to allocate 
separate space, which reduces capacity waste. 

Expand with Confidence  
The QuickCollect GO!™ Family is built on a common platform 
using the same innovative technology and software. The 
QuickCollect GO!™ Excel can work as a standalone system 
or integrate into different software environments with easy 
integration. As you expand your e-commerce program, the 
QuickCollect GO!™ Family grows with you making onboarding 
easy and painless.

 

About BH QuickCollect™ Solutions
Transforming Business Challenges into Competitive Advantages 

BH QuickCollect™ Solutions, powered by Bell and Howell, combines a rich history in retail automation and an award-winning service 
organization with the industry’s most comprehensive portfolio of automated pickup solutions. Our dynamic pickup systems are installed 
throughout North America in the world’s largest retailers, grocers, and pharmacies. Each of our solutions is supported by state-of-the-
art remote monitoring and analytics-based predictive maintenance. We customize our approach to each partner to fulfill their unique 
pickup program needs today, tomorrow, and in the future.

Technical Specs

Questions?    

Let  a specialist know 

how we can help at

bellhowell.net
	� Simultaneous Loading and Pickup: Enabled

	� Climate Controlled: Compatible

14’-60’ Long

9’-16’ High

8.5’ Deep

1-4

1-2

Indoor / Outdoor	� Location:

How the QuickCollect GO!™ Excel Works for Customers:
1. A customer places an order online. 

2. Once an order is ready for pickup, the system automatically 
sends the customer a unique pickup code via email and/or 
text message. 

3. When the customer arrives, they scan their code, and 
quickly receive their order.  

Integrated	� Installation:

Grocery, Retail, Pharmacy	� Supported Industries:

	� Dedicated Loading Portal:

	� Consumer Portal/Kiosks:

	� Footprint:


